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Abstract 
Bachelor thesis Causes of the actual ODS crisis deals with finding the reasons for the 
current state of the ODS. This party was one of the most important parties in the nineties of the 
twentieth century and determined the direction of the entire Czech political events. At present 
the party has only 16 seats in the Chamber of Deputies and the situation has not improved much. 
The first part focuses on the theoretical concept of parties and their definition. With this chapter 
ODS can be defined as conservative-liberal party. Another part focuses on the history and 
development of the ODS, there is already outlined what possible reasons could get the side into 
the current crisis. In the last part is a selection of the most important moments of the party, but 
also events that are completely unrelated to ODS. It has been selected six key things while three 
were later proved to be the reasons that led to the current crisis. The first reason is that the party 
is unable to cope with its program of transformation and could not find another key topic. The 
departure of its founder Vaclav Klaus had the negative impact on the side. The third reason is 
the emergence of new parties, due to this fact the party is losing voters. 
